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In ancient Egypt the
“ankh” had several sacred symbologies and
purposes, one of the symbols was called the
“sacred mirror”. It was
not uncommon for the
pharaohs to have a hand
mirror in the shape of the
ankh for divine reflection, insight and introspection.
Ma’at is the Goddess of
Truth, Balance and Harmony,
and when one looks within and
discovers their truth, then
their life will begin to unfold
into a balanced and harmonious spiritual journey.
The Ankh Ma’at Technique© is a very powerful tool
in the quest towards spiritual
growth and elevation. It is a
very simple method to learn
but not necessarily easy to implement. This
is a technique that needs to be consistently
applied because its effectiveness on one’s
life will be in direct proportion to its daily
application.
The Ankh Ma’at Technique© is a spiritual
technique and tool that if applied correctly
and consistently will reveal, with accuracy,
the thought patterns one has which will draw
experiences to them to reflect those
thoughts (Laws of Thought, Attraction and
Cause and Effect). This technique is based
upon the principles and laws of energy, and
in that we are energy beings we are receiving, transforming and transmitting energy at
all times. Our thoughts are forms of energy
and nothing can manifest in the physical
realm unless it was first formulated in the
spiritual/mental realm. A thought must come
before an action whether it was a conscious
or unconscious thought. Thoughts are a magnetic energy mold, which draw like vibrations
to them resulting in the manifestation of an
experience that will mirror those thought
patterns. For instance, a person that is insecure will draw to them insecure people; anger draws anger, givers draw givers, thief’s
draw thief’s, honesty draws honesty etc. Also
a person that is loving, peaceful and spiritual
will draw to them people and experiences
that are loving, peaceful and spiritual. The
spiritual laws and energy do not discriminate,
and play favoritism to nothing and no one.
In this process it is imperative to understand that every experience painful or pleasant is created through one’s consciousness,
There Are No Victims in this life, only souls
seeking to remember who they are through
experiences. With that, when practicing the
Ankh Ma’at© Technique learn to acknowledge that the people who show up in your
life are there to bring you experiences to
allow you to discover the different aspects of
yourself. For those who anger you or cause
you to feel anything outside of love, do not
get angry at them because they are only a
messenger and their role is to bring you the
message or your lesson. To get angry at them
shows that you have missed the whole point
of the Ankh Ma’at© concept as well as the
message, and the lesson.
The process for Ankh Ma’at Technique©:
1. Acknowledge that There Are No Victims &
You Draw To You What You Think
2. Identify anyone who incites any emotions
or feelings that are not loving (i.e. anger,
jealousy, insecurity, guilt, etc.) within you,
even to the slightest degree, this person is
reflecting something within yourself that
needs to be healed.
3. Go back to step #1.
4. Identify specifically what is it about that
person that makes you angry etc. The key
here is to put a word or adjective to the behavior (i.e. controlling, deceptive, manipulative, etc.)
5. Once you have identified the behavior(s),
then you analyze where in your life you are,
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